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one partner
Many solutions

Territorial development and planning
are full of challenges that need
specialized expertise and require actors
to adopt a global, sustainable and longterm vision. Our choice: to provide a
global approach to address territory
issues of safety, leisure and mobility

4 business lines

while respecting the urban or natural
environment.
The upward curve that surmounts our
three letters summarizes the state of
mind of our teams: succeeding together
on the same trajectory, pushing our
core businesses forward, making our
customers and end-users smile.

Our mission

« To contribute to safety, leisure and mobility for

all by offering our clients proven and sustainable
solutions based on our experience of mountain site
development.

»

As a leading industrial Group for the
development of mountain areas, MND operates
all over the world. Strategically, we have made a
simple choice: « One partner, many solutions ».
« One partner » because the complexity of
development projects calls for efficient, fast
and coherent operations, a smooth synergy
between the different professions, a common
path for a harmonious and perfectly integrated
result. « Many solutions » because all contexts
are specific and require a wide range of highlevel expertise, resulting from our industrial
excellence.

Ropeways, Snow, safety, leisure:
4 brands, 4 areas of expertise in which MND is a
world leader.
Our products are designed and manufactured
in the Alps, a landmark in the mountain sector,
where the future of our business is taking shape.
Our teams are in the field, grounded in reality.
We have references in all the world’s major
mountain areas and our innovative approach
extends to urban transport solutions.

Know-how

At the heart of our DNA. The women and men
who work for MND are our most precious
resource. Knowing is one thing, and we have
the best experts in each of our business lines.
But doing is key. It is in the field that our teams
reveal their operational excellence.
We study, we manufacture, we install, we
maintain at your side.

EXPERTISE
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Made in the Alps
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One Direction.
One ambition.
4 strategic pillars.
Through the Succeed Together 2024 plan, our Group has
defined its priorities and the keys to its development. A
strategy which, beyond the technical resources deployed,
draws its strength from a winning synergy between all the
teams, for a strong, efficient and reactive organization,
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serving our customers and partners.
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Customer
experience
From the start until the end
of a project, there is always
an expectation from our
customers. It is up to us to
identify it, to determine the
means not only to satisfy it,
but also to capture trends and
customize our approaches
and products. Local roots and
global presence constitute
our strength to offer quality,
proximity and adaptability,
to the benefit of our clients’
experience, no matter where
we operate.

Operational
excellence
We operate in a sector that
faces many challenges:
geographic, climatic, regulatory,
financial and, of course,
technical. Theory without
pragmatism does not stand up
to reality, therefore we favor a
permanent operational foothold
grounded in reality and local
contacts, to whom we bring our
in-depth expertise, forged by
experience in a wide variety of
contexts, and a very high-level
industrial tool.

Committed
teams
Balancing the collective
vision and the individual
responsibility of each
expert - this is our vision of
an enthusiastic, passionate
commitment, attentive to the
real expectations of each of
our clients. Our teams are
organized to be as close as
possible to the field realities
and are committed to their
core business on a daily
basis. So that everyone can
blossom in a harmonious
working environment around
a common passion.

Controlled
growth
Since its creation, our Group
has experienced steady growth,
through the integration of
companies that are all leaders
in their area, coupled with
significant investments in
innovation. Today, we are
equipped with industrial and
organizational processes that
allow us to guarantee quality,
deadlines and budget to our
customers.
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CABLE MOBILITY,
EVERYWHERE, FOR EVERYONE,
IN ALL ITS FORMS.

In the mountains, on tourist
sites or in cities, MND
ROPEWAYS provides cable
mobility solutions with the
following trademark:
■

■

■

■

As a major player of ropeway mobility, MND ROPEWAYS combines technical excellence and
recognized experience on all the mountain areas worldwide, to adapt to any context.
The technological range has been expanded and reinforced as part of the strategic industrial
and business alliance between the cable transport system manufacturers MND and Bartholet.
This partnership of excellence places MND ROPEWAYS as a leader in its sector,
particularly in terms of innovation and reliability.

■

An extremely complete range of technical
solutions
Maximum comfort for end users
A design that eases operation and
maintenance
Customization of installations to differentiate
each equipment and adapt to the needs and
requirements of operators and
A conception that considers environmental
concerns (low noise, compact and elegant
design for integration into the landscape)
and durability of materials from the start.

Modern solutions
for urban mobility
MND ROPEWAYS puts its experience of
cable mobility at the service of the urban
environment, through innovative solutions
that are quick to implement, economical,
decarbonized and limit surface footprint.
By offering smooth, fast and comfortable
rides, this transportation mode has a bright
future.

Worldwide sales and industrial

ALLIANCE
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80

yearS

EXPERIENCE
CUMULAted
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Industry
EXPERTISE
MADE IN THE ALPS

EXPERTISE
Made in the Alps

Our core business: we study, we design, we manufacture, we install, we maintain at your side.
Our know-how is 100% developed and implemented at our production site in Sainte-Hélènedu-Lac, in Savoie, France, which combines industrial and operational excellence while
controlling our environmental footprint.

An optimized industrial tool
In order to design high-performance, sustainable products
and develop cutting-edge solutions, we have chosen a
single production site where all our teams - from the design
offices to the workshops - are in daily contact. Control of the
supply chain, real-time monitoring of quality and deadlines,
reduced time to develop and bring new products to market:
these synergies allow us to invest in an ever more innovative
industrial tool. A strong commitment, rooted in the region, to
promote the expertise of «made in France» worldwide.
As part of our CSR approach, we reduce our footprint by
pooling our stocks, limiting transport flows to our customers’
construction sites and selecting with care our subcontractors
and partners in a short supply chain based in the AuvergneRhône-Alpes region, in France.

ISO

9001/14001
CERTIFIed

Partners since 2018, MND and BARTHOLET
are cooperating by joining their commercial,
operational and industrial forces with the
sharing of technologies in order to offer
the most complete range of solutions
possible in the cable transportation market,
for the benefit of territories. This alliance
also enables the two groups to draw on a
shared team of more than 650 employees,
including engineering, R&D and service skills,
to provide the best possible support for the
technical and environmental challenges of
tomorrow’s mobility.

Worldwide sales and industrial

ALLIANCE
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Our vision of ropeway
transportation

In our cities that are constantly on the move, mobility is a
major issue.
By flying over the obstacles, ropeway transportation is no longer held down
by traffic. It offers an efficient, safe, and reliable transportation solution
that can seamlessly integrate into any urban environment. As experts in
this technology, MND imagines customized solutions to ensure more fluid,
efficient and sustainable cities.

A mode answering multiple urban uses...
Access to a tourist
attraction

Direct
routes

Landscape
integration

Breaking
urban isolation

...A mode with many advantages...
A sustainable,
ecofriendly and socially
responsible choice

-15% Co2
Emissions

P

Low
construction costs

Bypass
obstacles

12-18 months
to build

Less red tape

U

PO

ST

Smaller surface
footprint

Localized
construction

...A mode meeting the city’s needs
Intermodal
Comfortable cabins

N°1
Easy access
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Short wait times

Efficacity, security,
fiability
Maintenance operation
efficiency

/h

1,000 to 5,000
capacity

50dB
(A)

22-45 Adapted speed
Km/h

Reduced
noise pollution
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Moscow, Russia

Our range of solutions.
Jig-back
An efficient, tailor-made and sustainable
way to make all territories and tourist sites
accessible by integrating perfectly into the
landscape. This specific equipment with one
or two high-capacity cabins adapts to all
types of topography and obstacle clearance.

Automated People Mover
Fully automatic, Automated People Mover
(APM) is a technology that makes strategic
urban links reliable by guaranteeing speed
and a high level of availability.

Funicular
Detachable gondola
Whether in the mountains or in the city, the
detachable gondolas guarantee a high level
of service in all weathers, as well as easy
operation and maintenance. Equipped with
8- or 10-seat cabins accessible to all, this
system allows for a continuous flow and
can transport up to 3,500 people per hour
per direction. Combined with the unique
design by Porsche Design, which reduces
the form to its essentials, the cabins offer
passengers an unparalleled panoramic and
aerial experience.

Pulsed gondola
A gondola version of the fixed-grip
technology, the pulsed gondola allows an
economical and qualitative solution for
moving any type of public.

safety
Comfort
fluidity
harmony
ecology

A technology able to climb difficult reliefs
and to make difference in height thanks to
a motorization using the cable to allow the
greatest number of people to reach tourist
sites and viewpoints.

Inclined elevator
A mode of transportation adapted to short
and steep connections to be crossed, in the
city as well as in the mountains.

Cabline ®
With the support of the French
government (ADEME), a new mode of
cable transportation, which meets the
capacity, integration and maintenance
requirements of the urban transportation.

Innovation
14
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Innovation
RESHAPE THE CITY IN A FEW
MONTHS, TOGETHER
To our expertise in production, assembly, installation and maintenance, we add an innovation
approach in order to offer ever more effective, efficient and reliable solutions to the major
challenges facing our territories.

Supporting the operation and
maintenance of installations
From operating assistance to the development
of digital solutions, we have developed a
complete range of services to support territories
and operators on a daily basis. We integrate
technologies into our equipment to track, analyze
and monitor devices in real time and enable
predictive maintenance to ensure high availability
and traffic. In the field, our teams assist and train
agents for a customized, long-term approach, in
strict compliance with current safety standards
and procedures.

Improving customer experience:
comfort, accessibility and design

Developing the mobility of tomorrow
Designed to integrate and connect to a city’s existing intermodal transport network, CABLINE is a
fully automatic system with self-propelled cabins moving over ropes at speeds of up to 45 km per
hour. Supported by the French government (ADEME), this technology uses a minimalist infrastructure
easy and fast to implement while offering the same benefits of obstacle clearance, small footprint and
energy optimization as traditional ropeway transportation. The CABLINE autonomous vehicle system
allows for rapid maintenance operations adapted to the urban public transport stakes.

For pleasant, smooth and accessible journeys, the
cabin design created by Porsche Design Studio
makes the on-board experience unique while
blending in perfectly with the urban aesthetic.

Taking part to energy transition
alongside territories
As choosing the cable technology is part of a
commitment to sustainability, the stations are
equipped with photovoltaic panels to produce
part of the energy used by the transport
operation.

Imagining tailor-made transport
Thanks to an eMotion motorisation system, the
Ropetaxi innovation is based on the ability of
the cabins to move autonomously in the station
according to the destination previously selected
by the passengers. A true transport-on-demand
solution, Ropetaxi makes it possible to design
complete cable transport networks thanks to an

eco
friendly
16

solar
energy

intelligent routing system within which journeys
can be freely combined.
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Brest, France

Our
main references

EXPERTISE
Made in the Alps

Narvik
Norway
Detachable gondola

Huy
Belgium
Jig-back
Ongoing

Alongside with its strategic partners,
expert
teams
and
international
locations, MND carries out cable
transport projects in mountain, tourist
and urban areas in order to offer
mobility solutions.

Druskininkai
Lithuania
Pulsed gondola

In Brest, Moscow, or Istanbul, millions
of passengers use these transport
facilities every year.

Moscow
russia
Detachable gondola

Puebla
Mexico
Jig-back

Brest
France
Jig-back

Durango
Mexico
Jig-back

Worldwide sales and industrial

ALLIANCE
20

Gangwha
South Korea
Detachable gondola

Vetruse
Czech
Republic
Jig-back

Montmartre
Paris
France
Funicular

Kish Island
Iran
Detachable gondola

Istanbul
turkey
Automated
people mover

Saint-Denis
La Réunion
Jig-back
Ongoing
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Urban project

Brest I France

The first urban cable car in France

Jig-back I 2016

AT60
22

1220p/h

In partnership with

318kW

419m

7m

Crossing the Penfeld River, interconnection with existing public transport services and a direct link
between the city centre and the new Capucins district: the cable car has successfully addressed all
of these issues to support Brest Metropole’s commitment for sustainable mobility. With technology
that allows the cabins to pass over each other, smartglass that varies the opacity of the windows
and energy recovery, the device incorporates innovations to optimise its urban integration and the
associated costs. With more than 1 million passengers since its opening, the Brest cable car has
become a real lever for mobility and tourist appeal.
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Moscow I Russia

Detachable teleporte mixte 4-8 I 2019

TPM
24

GD8

1600p/h
Built
Built

45

708m

60m

In the heart of Moscow, an urban and tourist gondola lift

In order to facilitate urban mobility in the heart of Moscow, the gondola lift connects the Luzhniki
football stadium metro station to the University Plateau, crossing the Moscova River. With an
intermediate station equipped with a switch to inject skier seats, this gondola lift also serves the
ski slopes of Moscow’s historic snow stadium. Urban mobility and tourist application therefore
for this gondola lift which combines comfort and design with Porsche cabins, the possibility of
transforming one of them into a VIP cabin, and night-time operation as the ultimate customer
experience!
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©Josu Media

Narvik I Norway

Detachable gondola I 2019

GD10
26

1450p/h 23 (38)
Built

1171m

©Josu Media

A key design 10-seater gondola lift for the Narvik tourist site
In the Norwegian port town of Narvik, a 10-passenger detachable gondola lift transports visitors to
a panoramic platform on the Narvikfjellet with a spectacular view of the town and the landscape
between sea and mountains. This gondola lift was built by Bartholet in 2019.

439m
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Vetruse I czech republic

Akvapark I Lithuania

Jig-back I 2010

Jig-Back
28

390p/h

2
Built

325m

50m

Pulsed gondola | 2015

Pulse

200p/h

2x2x10
Built

1180m

24m
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Paris I France

Montmartre Funicular
Complete renovation | 2018

Elevator 1300p/h
30

150kW

107m

37m

In the heart of Paris, Europe’s busiest tourist funicular gets a facelift

In the heart of Paris, the world capital of tourism, the Basilica of the Sacred Heart of Montmartre
attracts millions of visitors every year. The hillock historically served by a funicular operated by
the RATP (Régie Autonome des Transports Parisiens) has been given a facelift to create a modern
and completely renovated funicular. The result of three years of work to ensure that visits to this
tourist site can continue, the funicular is an integral part of the landscape and the attractiveness
of this urban cultural and 100% pedestrianised site. It welcomes more than 2 million passengers
every year.
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Istanbul I TURkey

Automated People Mover I 2017

APM
32

3500p/h

2x250
Built
Built

740m

A direct link between business districts and the city centre
With the creation of the new Vadistanbul district, built near the Galatasaray Istanbul stadium, the
connection via the Automated People Mover is a major highlight in the overall project to connect
this new economic area to the city. Intermodal with the Istanbul metro, this new urban mobility
combines the know-how of cable transport and urban planning. Commissioned in 2017, the link is
now a great success and allows thousands of Istanbul residents to get around every day.

40m
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Kish Island I Iran

Gangwha I South korea

Detachable gondola I 2021

GD8
34

650p/h

22
Built

1147m

25m

Detachable gondola I 2018

GD8

2400p/h

30
Built

640m

149m
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Durango I Mexico

Puebla I Mexico

Jig-back I 2010

Jig-Back
36

336p/h

2
Built

663m

72m

Jig-back | 2015

Jig-Back

692p/h

2
Built

660m

37m
37

Ongoing project

Ongoing project

Saint-Denis I La réunion - FRANCE

Huy I BELgium

Jig-back | Opening soon

Jig-back | Opening soon

To learn more and discover the video,
scan the code

Jig-Back
38

650p/h

2

1300m

305m

Jig-Back

200p/h

2

1294m

131m
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Winterberg I Germany
Patnitop I INDIA
Kish I Ireland
Cervinia I ITALY
Gatterer I ITALY
Lorica I Italy
Passo Penice I ITALY
Ponte di Legno I Italy
Prato Nevoso I ITALY
Predaia I ITALY
Presanella I Italy
Arai I JAPAN
Teine I JAPAN
Vivaldi Park I South Korea
Gaustastoppen I Norway
Hammerfest I Norway
Kjemsasen I Norway
Sogndal I Norway
Sollifjellet I NORWAY
Maramures I ROMANIA
Luzhki I RUSSIA
Nara I RUSSIA
Sochi I RUSSIA
Sokolniki I RUSSIA
Myto I Slovakia

Brantabacken I SWEDEN
Kanisbacken I Sweden
Kiruna I Sweden
Sysleback I SWEDEN
Amden I Switzerland
Chur I Switzerland
Dallenwil I Switzerland
Fideris I Switzerland
Flumserberg I Switzerland
Frümsen I Switzerland
Gawhil I SWITZERLAND
Gstaadt I SWITZERLAND
Kaltbrunn I Switzerland
Kandersteg I Switzerland
Leukerbad I Switzerland
Lenzerheide I Switzerland
Maloja I Switzerland
Moléson I Switzerland
Mollis I Switzerland
Pian Cales, San Bernardino I
Switzerland
Pontresina I Switzerland
Rabgiusa Furtschellas I
Switzerland
Rothenfluh I Switzerland
Saas Grund I Switzerland
Strenenberg I Switzerland
Ermenek I Turkey
Sarikamis I TURKEY
Mittersill I USA
Waterville I USA
Amirsoy I UZBEKISTAN

Rogla I SLOVENIA
Baqueira I Spain

AND more

Leitariegos I SPAIN
Barnbacken I Sweden
Branäsgruppen I SWEDEN

millions of
passengers

Worldwide sales and industrial

ALLIANCE

Made in
the alps

40
countries

20

innovation

engineers

solutions

for operation &

MaintenancE
patents

Valloire I FRANCE
Val Thorens I FRANCE
Vaujany I France
Bakuriani I Georgia
Oberhof I Germany
Willingen I Germany

safety

St. Corona I AUSTRIA
Muggenbrunn I AUSTRIA
Neuastenberg I AUSTRIA
Agbulaq I AZERBAIJAN
Aspen Ski Dome I BELGIUM
Jahorina I BOSNIAHERZEGOVINA
Bansko I BULGARIA
Vulcan Bucon I Chile
Changchengling I China
Thaiwoo I China
Farmapark I CZECH REPUBLIC
Copenhagen I Denmark
Aavsaksa I FINLAND
Reinu I FINLAND
Ruka I FINLAND
Sappee I FINLAND
Ax-Les-Thermes I France
Beudex (Passy) I FRANCE
Avoriaz | France
Chaillol I France
Chamonix I FRANCE
Chamrousse I FRANCE
Courchevel I FRANCE
Flaine I FRANCE
La Plagne I FRANCE
La Rosière I FRANCE
Le Corbier I FRANCE
Les 2 Alpes I FRANCE
Les Arcs I France
Samoens I FRANCE
Serre Chevalier ESF I FRANCE
St Gervais I FRANCE
Tourmalet I France
Valfrejus I FRANCE
Valmeinier I FRANCE
Valmorel I FRANCE

transporting

support from french

ropeways

OTHER REFERENCES *

National Environment Agency
to develop new urban mobility

800+

80
YEARS

MEMBER

experience

cumulated

* global references list in the framework
of MND and Bartholet alliance
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Our Global Presence

EXPERTISE
Made in the Alps

3000 customers+
in 49 countries

10
International
Locations

Distributors

teams

SALES PARTNERS

Contact us for more information
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france headquarters
Sainte-Helène-du-Lac

Sweden I Ostersund

AUSTRIA I Innsbruck

SWITZERLAND I Martigny

ITALY I Brescia

North America I Eagle, CO - Laconia, NH

SPAIN I Puigcerda

CHINA I Beijing - Zhangjiakou

RUSSIA I Moscow

JAPAN I Tokyo
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EXPERTISE
Made in the Alps

Contact US
Urban ropeways
MND Headquarters, France
urban@mnd.com

Parc d’Activités Alpespace - 74 voie Magellan - 73800 Sainte-Hélène-du-Lac - France - contact@mnd.com
www.mnd.com
Follow us

